Cantilever support

Motor - removable
Motor shaft rotating in clockwise direction

Coil assembly mounted on magnet's shaft with
a ball bearing placed in a step, holding the
assembly in position with respect to magnet

Shorted individual coils. Successive cores
are placed with reduced gaps to get
acceleration at lower speed.

Coil assembly rotating in counter clockwise direction
Base

In an accelerating generator if provision is made to rotate the coil in opposite direction to that of rotating magnet, at acceleration
point both magnet and coil help each other to gain their speeds further & further in opposite diections, creating some sort of magnetic chain
reaction. In this case both coil and magnet attain very high speeds with very high mechanical and electrical outputs.
At some point, the energy developed within the system itself will be enough to sustain the rotations and motor can be removed from the system.
I tried the above experiment with same setup in which I observed acceleration ( full details of that experiment I have posted in this forum
under the topic 'overunity by reaction helping action').
I couldnot build a genuine model due to non-availability of proper components.
(I am living in a small village in India where accessing intrenet itself is a difficult task)
Since my setup was small I used to rotate the coil in opposite direction by my finger itself,
sort of lever or belt fixed on the coil assembly to rotate it in opposite direction.

for a bigger generator you may have to use some

The working principle here is somewhat like that of a helicopter (mechanical, not aerodynamics) in which the body of helicopter rotates in
opposite direction to that of rotor if not suppressed . In the above setup of generator instead of suppressing this motion by keeping coil
stationary fixed to a support, just allowed it (or forced) to move in the direction of reaction to gain advantage.

